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The 11-+0 limit ofthe quantum dynamics determined by the Hamiltonian H(Il)
= - (if12m) 11 + Von L 2 (Rn) is studied for a large class of potentials. By convolving with
certain Gaussian states, classically determined asymptotic behavior of the quantum evolution
of states of compact support is obtained. For initial states of class C ~ the error terms are
shown to have L 2 norms of order 11112 - E for arbitrarily small positive E.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the origin of quantum mechanics more than 60
years ago there has been much effort applied to the understanding of the relationship between the theory and its classical counterpart. Not only is such an understanding important from a purely theoretical viewpoint, but the
mathematical techniques developed in order to study this
question have provided physicists and chemists with useful
and powerful computational tools. In this paper we study the
relation between the classical and quantal descriptions of the
dynamical evolution in the so-called semiclassical limit. We
obtain results for the semiclassical time evolution, which,
although basically being known from the work of Maslov!
and Maslov-Fedoriuk, 2 are proved by new methods that we
extend in a forthcoming paper3 to the scattering theory. Our
proofs rely heavily on the results of Hagedorn4-6 concerning
the semiclassical behavior of certain Gaussian initial states.
We now introduce the assumptions on the potential V
and state our main result. Our main theorem is concerned
with the quantum evolution of certain initial states of compact support.
Assumption 1.1: We assume that VEC I + 2 (R n ,R) for
some integer I> 1 + n12 and that there exist positive constants m! and m 2 such that! Vex) !..;;;em,lx l' and Vex»~ m2
for all xERn.
Under this assumption the quantum Hamiltonian
H(Il) = - (if/2m)11 + Vis essentially self-adjoint on the
infinitely differentiable functions of compact support in
L 2(R n). The corresponding classical Hamiltonian is given
by the function HcI (a,ll) = (l/2m) \71\2 + V(a)onR 2n .For
any initial condition (a o,71o) in R 2n the system

.E.. a(t) = ~ 71U),
at

m

(l.la)

.E.. 71 (t) = -

VV(a(t»)
(1.lb)
at
has a unique solution (a(ao,71o,t), 71 (a o,71oot) ) such that
(a(O),71(O»)

= (a (a o,710,0),71(ao,71o,O») =

(a o,71o)'

The solution (a (a o,71o,t),71(ao,71o,t)) is bounded for all
.) Present address: Department of Mathematical Sciences. University of
North Carolina. Wilmington. North Carolina 28403.
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IE [ 0, T] for any finite 1>-0 and is of class C I + ! in the initial
condition (ao,71o) (see. e.g., Chaps. I and II of Lefschetz7 ).
Theorem 1.2: Suppose V satisfies Assumption 1.1. Let
SoEC 3(R n,R), /EC~ (Rn,C), and "tE(O.!>. Define Q( ',/):
Rnt--+R n by
Q(qo,t) = a(qo,VSo(qo),t)

and assume that t>O is fixed and such that det[ (aQ I
aqo)(X,t)] #0 for all XESUpp(/). Then there exists 8>0
and a constant C independent of II such that

Ile-itH(Ii}/Ii(eis,,;~)
_

~ ei(l'j+Sjlli} Idet [~~ (xj,t) ] 1- 112/(Xj ) II

<Cft,

for all 11<8. For fixed x, the summation is over allj such that
Q(xj,t) = x and hence is necessarily finite. Here Sj(x) denotes the action
S(xj )

= So(xj ) +

i

t [

o

1
2
-171(Xj ,VSo(Xj ),1')1

2m

- V(a(xj,VSo(xj ),1'» ] d1',

and ILj is an integer multiple of 1T12 defined explicitly in the
proof.
Remarks: (1) The constants C and 8 are, in general,
time dependent. The dependence of the rightmost function
inside the norm [which is, of course, the norm of
L 2(R n,d nx)] onx is given implicitly by x Q(xj,t).
(2) The number ILj is related to the Keller-Maslov index 1•8 of the path
{(a(xj,VSo(xj ),1'),71(Xj ,VSo(xj ),1'»: O<1'..;;;t}

and arises naturally in our proof in connection with the
branch of the square root of det[ (aQ laqo) (X,f)] .
(3) The theorem is not a new result. Indeed, one can
view our theorem as a slight generalization of the leadingorder term in Theorem 12.3 of Maslov-Fedoriuk. 2 However, we prove our theorem by a different method and our
proof extends to the scattering theory.
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

Throughout this paper n denotes the space dimension,
and L 2(Rn) is the Hilbert space of square integrable com-

0022-2488/88/020412-08$02.50
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plex valued functions on R n with inner product (.,.) and
norm 11'11 is given by
(/,g) = il(X)g(X)dnx,

II/II =

a = (~)2 + ... + (~)2 ,
aXn

II is a small positive parameter (a dimensionless multiple of
Planck's constant), m is a positive constant, and Vis a real
valued function on R n viewed here as a multiplication operator on L 2(Rn). For potentials V satisfying Assumption 1.1
the operator H(II) is essentially self-adjoint on the domain
CO"(Rn,C).
A multi-index a is an ordered n-tuple (a l ,a2 , ... ,a n ) of
non-negative integers. The order of a multi-index a is given
by lal = ~7= I a i and the factorial of a by
n

II

a! =

(a i !)·

i=1

=

For x

(X I ,x2, ... ,xn )ERn the symbol x a is defined by

= II Xi'.
n

X

a

;=1

Here D a stands for the partial differential operator
D

a )a

=

( ax

= (ax )a'(aX )a' .. ·(ax )a n
l
2
n

•

n

=

L

UiV i

i= 1

and let {eJ7= I be the standard basis for R n or cn. If
/EC I (Rn,lE), where lE is R n or cn, a/lax is the matrix
(a/;/axj ). For/EC I(Rn,R) we will usually write/(I) instead
ofV/ to denote the gradient of/and if/EC 2(Rn,R) we will
write/(2) to denote the Hessian matrix (a 2//ax i axj ). We
will not distinguish row and column vectors in R n or c n in
our formulas and hence matrix products must be interpreted
in context. The symbol 1 will stand for the n X n identity
matrix. For an n X n complex matrix A we will use the symbollA I to denote the matrix (AA *) 112, where A * is the adjoint (complex conjugate transpose) of A. The symbol ~ A
will denote the unique unitary matrix guaranteed by the polar decomposition theorem such that A = IA I~ A'
IA

I=

(AA *)1/2.

Following Hagedom6 we define generalized Hermite
polynomials on R nrecursively as follows: We set Ko(x) = 1
andKI(v;x) = 2(v,x), wherevis an arbitrary nonzerovector in cn. For VI'''''Vm arbitrary nonzero vectors in c n we set
413
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L

(vm,vi )

i=1

XKm _ 2 (VI,,,,,Vi_l>Vi_2,,,,,vm_1 ;X).

The polynomials JYm are independent of the ordering of the
vectors VI'''''V m , Given a complex invertible n X n matrix A
and a multi-index a we define the polynomial
JYa(A;x)

=Klal(~Ael'''''~Ael'
~ Ae2'''''~ Aen;x),

where the vector ~ A ei appears a i times in the list of variables of K lal .
We will find it useful to consider complex n X n matrices
A and B satisfying the following conditions:
A and B are invertible,

(2.1a)

BA -I is symmetric,

(2.lb)

Re(BA -I) is strictly positive definite,

(2.1c)

(Re(BA -1»)-1 =AA

*.

(2.ld)

[Here, symmetric means (real symmetric) + t'(real symmetric).]
For complex n X n matrices A and B satisfying conditions (2.1 ), vectors a and l1ERn, multi-indices a, and positive
II we define
¢Ja (A,B,II,a,l1,x)
(1rli) - n/4(2 Ial a!) -1/2[ det(A)] -1/2

xJYa (A;II- 1/2 IA I-I(x - a»)
Xexp{ - (11211) «x - a),BA -I(X - a»

alai

ForxERnorC n, Ixi denotes the Euclidean norm ofx. We
denote the usual inner product on R n or Cn by
(u,v)

m-I

- 2

=

a·

a

= 2(v m,x)Km _ 1 (vl, .. ·,Vm_I;X)

([,/)1/2.

For n an open subset of Rn, E = R or C, and K a non-negative integer, Ck(n,lE) denotes the linear space of k-times
continuously differentiable functions mapping n into E.
Here C ~ ( n,lE) is the subspace of functions in C k ( n,E) with
support compact and contained in n. We will denote the
support of a function/by supp( /). The quantum mechanical Hamiltonian H( II) is the operator - (~/2m) a + Von
L 2(R n). Here, a is the n-dimensional Laplacian operator,
aX I

Km (VI, .. ·,Vm;X)

+ (tlll)(l1,(x-a»}.
Here IA I is the matrix (AA *) 1/2 and the branch of the square
root of det (A) will be specified in the context in which the
functions ¢Ja are used. Whenever we write ¢Ja (A,B,li,a,l1,x)
we are assuming that the matrices A and B satisfy conditions
(2.1). For fixed A, B, II, a, and 11 the functions
¢Ja (A,B,II,a,l1,x) form an orthonormal basis of L 2(Rn).
III. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS

In this section we prove two rather technical lemmas on
the small II asymptotics of certain integrals of a type we encounter frequently in Sec. IV. The reader may skip the roofs
of these lemmas as the details are not needed in the sequel.
Lemma 3.1: Let n be an open subset of Rn. Let
SEC 3 (n,R) and letgeC ~ (Rn,C) be such that supp(g) cn.
Suppose Tis a complex n X n matrix valued class C I function
on n satisfying
(I) T(x) is symmetric [(real symmetric)

+ t'(real symmetric)],
(2) Re( T(x») is strictly positive definite,

for all XEn. Define the square root of det [ T(x) + tS (2) (x) ]
for XEn by analytic continuation along SE [0,1] of
(det[Re(T(x»)

+ St'(lm(T(x)) + S(2)(X» W12
Sam L. Robinson
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starting with a positive value for S = a. For Ii> a and xe]Rn,
let
F(Ii,x) =1i-n12

L

- exp{ - (1I21i) «x - q),T(x) (x - q»}1
<C2fi3 r - 1 exp{ - (l/21i) Tolx _ qI2},

for all x,qe% with Ix - ql <fi2; and

g(q)

Ilg(x - y) - g(x)IIL2(Rn,dnx)
xexp( - _1_ «x - q),T(q) (x _ q»
21i

+~

[S(q)

+ (S(I)(q),(x -

q»]) dnq

for allyeR".
For xeR" and Ii> a, define
FI (Ii,x)

and

= Ii X

G(Ii,x) = (21T),,/2
X(det[T(x)

X

+

K

supp(g) C U
k=1

c % c n.

r exp( -

J%

_1_ «x - q),T(q)(x _ q»
21i

~

[S(X) -

r exp( -

J%

+~

~

«x - q),s(2)(X)(X - q» ))

xdnq.

Then,
IF(Ii,x) -FI (Ii,x)I<Ii-,,/2

f% Ig(q) -g(x)1

xexp { -

a< To< inf inf (x,T(q)x).
Ilxll=

«X- q ),S(2)(X)(X- q »))

_1_ «x - q),T(x) (x - q»
21i

[S(X) -

= ! (1 + A), 8 = Ellr, and choose To such that
qE%

q»]) d nq,

= Ii - "/2g (X)
X

supp (g) C {qeR": dist(q,supp (g) ) < d
We set r

F3 (Ii,x)

1::=

cn

+ (S(I)(q),(x -

and

n k cn.

By introducing a C I partition of unity {h k}: = 1 satisfying
supp(h k )
Ihk = Ion supp(g) we see by the
k and
triangle inequality that it suffices to prove the lemma only
for the special case in which n is an open ball. Assuming this,
one can easily show the existence of a constant E> a and a
closed ball % c R" such that

[S(q)

+~

note that the determinant of

Re(T(x») +st"(lm(T(x») +S(2)(x»
is nonzero for all
se[a,l] by virtue of the fact that Re(T(x») is strictly positive
definite and Im( T(x») S (2) (x) is real symmetric. We next

reduce to a special case by noting that there exist finitely
many open balls n k such that

r exp(-_l_«Xq ),T(q)(x- q »
21i

J%

F2 (Ii,x) = Ii - n/2g (x)

IIF(Ii,.) - G(Ii,.) II < clf,
for all lie (a,8) .
Proof We first

n/2g (x)

+~

+ S(2)(X) ])-1/2g (X)e'S(X)/Ii.

Then, given Ae (a,!) there exists 8 > a and a constant C independent of Ii < /j such that

<C3 1Y1,

I

<Ii- ,,12

By the choice of To, Re( T( q) ) > Tol, for all qe%.
We note that there exists a constant Cr independent of
lie(a,8) such that

2~

Tolx - q12} d"q

r Ig(x - y) -

JR

g(x) I

n

thus

IIF(Ii,·) - FI (Ii,') II
The hypotheses on S, T, and g along with Taylor's
theorem imply the existence of constants C I' C2 , and C3 independent of lie (a,8) such that

+ (S(I)(q),(x - q» - S(x)
+ ~«x - q),s(2)(X)(X - q» I<C.lx _ q13,

IS(q)

for allx,qe%;
lexp{ - (1I21i) «x - q),T(q)(x - q»}

IFI (Ii,x)

in

xex p { 12
<Ii - n C3

IIg(x - y) -g(x)II L 2(Rn,d nX)

2~

in

Tolyl2} d"y

IYlexp{ -

2~

T oIYI2} d "y

= C ;lil/2,

where C; is independent of Ii. Similarly,

- F 2 (1i,x) I

/2
<1i-" Ig(x) I
414

<1i-,,12

f% exp { -

2~

Tolx-qI2}
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hence
IIF1(1i,) -F2(1i,)11
<1i-n'2I1gl1

[rJ;y

sup
xesupp(g)

-exp{~
<ft- n'2 I1gl1

exp { __1_ Tolx _qI2} lexp{i... [Seq)
21i
ft

~

[S(X)-

+~

-S(x)

«X_ q ),S(2l(X)(X_ q »]}ld nq ]

r

[ft- I

sup

J%'"

xesupp(g)

+ (S(I)(q),(x- q»l}

exp{-_I-Tolx-qI2}(IS(q)+(S(I)(q),(X-q»
2ft

«X_q),S(2l(X)(X_q»I)dnq]

<ft- (n+2) 12 llgIl C I

i"

2~

iYI 3 exp { -

T olyl2} dny

= Ciftl/2,

where C i is independent of ft. Moreover,
IIF2(ft,.) - F 3 (ft,) II

<ft- n12 l1gll

sup
xesupp(g)

<ft- n12 llgl1

sup
xesupp(g)

[rJ%' I

I

exp { - _1_ «x - q),T(q) (x - q»} - exp { - _1_ «x - q),T(x) (x - q»} d nq ]
2ft
2ft

[C2ft3 Y - 1

i

Ix - ql <Ii"

exp { __1_ Tolx _qI2} dnq + 2
2ft

i

Ix _ ql lilY

exp { - _1_ Tolx _ q12} d nq ]
2ft

<lIgll(Clf + 2Cyft).
Now we observe that
G(ft,x) =ft- n12g(x)

r exp(-_I_«Xq ),(T(X) +tS(2l(X»)(X_q»
2ft

JR"

+ i...S(X»)dnq
ft

(see, e.g., Theorem B, Sec. la of Bargmann9 ). Hence
IG(ft,x) - F 3 (ft,x) l<ft- nI2 Ig(x) I
<ft- nI2 Ig(x)

r

JR"I%'

Ii

exp( - _1_ «x - q),Re(T(x»)(x - q») d nq
2ft

Ix - ql )IIY

exp( - _1_ Tolx - q12) dnq<Cyftlg(x)
2ft

+~

and therefore
IIG(ft,) -F3 (1i,·)II< Cy ft llgll·
The triangle inequality completes the proof of the lemma. •
Lemma 3.2: Let 0, S, g, and T be as in Lemma 3.1.
Supposec(Ii,')eCCO,C) and PeC(OXRn,C) are such that
there exist r ,/3>0 and constants Cr and Cp such that
Ic(ft,q) I<Cr li'l2,

for all qeO

and
IP(q,x) I<Cp Ix - qlP,

Let
F(ft,x)

= ft- nl2

In

for all qeO,

xeRn.

[Seq)

+ (s(I)(q),(x -

q»

1) d nq.

Then, there exists 8> 0 and a constant C independent of ft
such that
IIF(ft, )1I<Cft(r+ P)/2,
for all ft<8.
Proof Choose To as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and let C 1
be such that
IIg(x - y) - g(x) II L 2(R".d"X) <C1iYl,

for allyeRn. Define
F1(1i,x) = ft- nI2g(X)
g(q)c(ft,q)P(q,x)

xexp( - _1_ «x - q),T(q) (x - q»
2ft

415
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X

In

c(li,q)P(q,x)

xexp( - _1_ «x - q),T(q) (x _ q»
21i
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and
F 2(1i,x) = 1i-"/2g (X)C(Ii,x)P(X,x)

xf

Jo

exp( - _1_ «x - q),T(q) (x - q»
21i

+~

[S(q)

bounded solution for te [ 0, T]. We denote this solution by
[O(Oo,l1o,t), 11 (00,110,t), A (00,110,t), B(oo,l1o,t), S(Oo,l1o,t)].
By considering the system (4.1a) and (4.1b) we find thatthe
functions 0 and 11 are of class C I + I in 00 and 110' These facts
are standard results from the theory of ordinary differential
equations. 7 By Theorem 1.1 of Hagedom4 the matrices
A (oo,l1o,t) and B(oo,l1o,t) satisfy conditions (2.1) for all
te[O,T] and are given by

+ (S(I)(q),(X- q»])d"q.

NotethatP(x,x) [andhenceF2 (1i,x)] iszeroifp :;60. Then,
(4.2a)

IF(Ii,x) - FI (Ii,x) I<CrCpli(r- ")/2
X L.lg(X - y) - g(x) I IYIP

x exp (

-

2~

(4.2b)
To1Y12) d"y.

Thus
IIF(Ii,·) - FI (Ii,') II
<CrCpClli(r- ")/2 L.

IYI P + I exp( - 2~

To1Y12) d"y

= C;Ii(r+P+ 1)/2,

Q(qo,t)

where C; is independent of Ii. Since
Ic(li,q)P(q,x) - c(Ii,x)P(x,x) I<2CrCp1i'/21x - qlP,

for all qeO we obtain

IFI (Ii,x)

- F 2(1i,x) I<C2IiCr+P)/2Ig(x) I,

for some C 2 independent of Ii, and hence
IIFI (Ii,') - F 2(Ii,) II <C21i(r + P) /2 I1gll·
The proof is completed by noticing that there is a constant C3
independent of Ii such that

IIF2 (Ii, . ) II <C31i'/2,
ifP = 0, and
IIF2(1i,') II = 0,

ifP :;60.

In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. Suppose V satisfies Assumption 1.1 and let SoeC 3 (R" ,R). Given T> 0 and
0o,1] oeR", the system of ordinary differential equations,
=

~11(t)

= - VU)(o(t»),

at

~ 11(t),

(4.ta)

a
-A(t) =-B(t),

(4.1c)

~B(t)

(4.1d)

m

= t'V(2)(0(t»)A(t),

at

~ S(t)

(4.1e)
= _1_ 111(t) 12 - V(o(t»),
at
2m
subject to the initial conditions 0(0) = 0 0 , 11(0) = 110'
A(O) = I, B(O) = I, and S(O) =So(oo), has a unique
416

= l1(Q k-l(q),s~I)(Q k-I(q»),t),

Ak(q) =A(Qk-l(q),s~I)(Qkl(q»),t),
Bk (q)

= B(Q k- l(q),s ~1)(Q k

J. Math. Phys .• Vol. 29. No.2. February 1988

I(q»),t),

Sk (q) = S(Q k l(q),s~I)(Q k I(q»),t).

It is well known and not difficult to show that

a

(4.tb)

at

at

Q
det[a (X,t)] :;60,
(4.3)
aqo
for all xesupp ( f ). Since t is fixed, we will omit reference to t
where possible but it should be remembered that all estimates obtained in this section are t dependent.
Under the assumption (4.3), for each xesupp( f) there
exists an open ball.Yx 3x such that the mapping Q t.Yx is
a class C 2 diffeomorphism of.Yx onto Q [.Yx ]. Since
supp(f) is compact, some finite subcollection {.Y k :
k = 1, ... ,K} of the family {.Yx : xesupp(f)} covers
supp(f). We denote by Qk the diffeomorphism Q t.Yx
and define, for qeQk [.Yk ] ,

m

t'

= o(qo,S ~I) (qo),t).

By the hypothesis on So and the remarks above, Q is of class
C 2 in thevariableqoeR". LetfeC I(R",C) have compact support. We now fix te(O,T) and assume

Pk (q)

IV. PROOF OF THE THEOREM

~ o(t)

From (4.2) and the remarks above it follows that A and B
are of class C I in 00 and 110'
Let Q be the mapping from R" X (0, T) into R" defined
by

(4.4)

pdq) =-Sk(q)·
aq

Note that the functions Pk' A k , and Bk are of class C 2 in
qeQk [.Yk] while Sk is of class C 3 • Moreover, since
Ak (q)A k (q)* is strictly positive definite, the operational
calculus shows that the matrix IAk (q) I is continuously differentiable with respect to qeQk [.Yk ] .
Proposition 4.1: Let qeQk [.Yk ]. Then
det[ Bk (q) + tS k2)(q)A k (q)]
= det[

~

Q k-1(q) ] 'det[I

+ tS~2)(Q k-I(q»].
Sam L. Robinson
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Prool: First note that, by differentiating the expression
defining Q,

~Qkl(q) =
aq

[!!!....+
aa S~2)]-1,
aa
a7Jo
o

2
Si )(q) = [:::

+

::0 S~2)] ~

Q k-1(q),

where functions of ao and 710 are assumed evaluated at
ao = Q k- l(q) and 710 = S ~I)(Q k l(q»). By (4.2) and parti-

and, differentiating (4.4),

tioning of determinants, 10

In the last step we have used the fact that the mapping

qeQk [JY'k ]. Hence to each JY'k we can assign a unique

(a o,7Jo)~(a (a o,7Jo,t), 71 (a o,7Jo,t»)

is a canonical transformation. II
•
Let qeQk [JY'k ] . Define the branch of the square root of
det [A k (q)] by analytic continuation along 'TE [O,t] of
(det [A (Q k- I(q),s ~I)(Q k- 1 (q) ),1") ])1/2 starting with a value of 1 for 1" = O. We determine the branches of
(det[l

+ tS~2)(Q k-I(q»] )1/2

and
(det[Bk (q)A k (q)-I

(mod 4) indexJlk' Moreover, in light ofthe facts above we
see that if JY'k nJY'j is nonempty then Jlk = Jlr We now
introduce a partition of unity {hk}f= Ion uf= lJY'k satisfying hkeC~(R",C), supp(hk)CJY'k, ~f=lhk = 1 on
supp( I) and setlk = fhk' The following proposition allows
us to restrict our attention to a singleJY'k andlk •
Proposition 4.2: LetxeR" be fixed. Let {xj}f= 1 be the set
of points in U f = IJY'k such that Q(xj ) = x for j = 1,2, ... ,J
and let Jl; be defined to be equal to Jlk if xjEJYk . Define

+ tSi2)(q) ])1/2

S;(x) =So(xj )

by analytic continuation of
(det[l

+ StS~2)(Q k- l (q»)])1/2

and
.(det[Re(Bk (q)A k (q) -I)
+ s,'(lm(Bk (q)A k (q) -I)

+ S i2) (q»] )1/2,

respectively, along Se [0,1] starting with positive values for
S = O. This determines the branch of
(det[Bk(q) +tSi2)(q)A k (q)])1/2

+

f [2~

-

V( a(xj,s I) (Xj ),1"» ] d1"

17J(xj ,s

~I) (Xj ),1"W

~

and let X k denote the characteristic function of Qk [JY'k ] .
Then

f

k=

eS.(x)H. +

",,1T/21 det[ aQ (Q k-

1 (X»)]

1- 1/2

aqo
><fdQ k-1(X»)Xk (x)

I

and the branch of (det[ (a laq)Q k- I(q)] )1/2 is then determined by Proposition 4.1. Let Jl k (q) be the positive integer
(mod 4) such that

(det[;~ (Q k- 1 (q»)]) 112
=

e'(1TI2),..·(q)

Idet[;~ (Q k-I(q»)] 1112.

By continuity and the fact that Qk [JY'k] is pathwise
connected the index Jlk (q) is independent of the choice of
417
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Proof; We note that Jl; is well-defined by the remarks
preceding the proposition. Moreover, ifxjEJYkl nJY'k,' then
Sk, (x) = Sk, (x) = S;(x). The proposition follows by
changing variables from Q k- I(x) to Xj in the first summa~a

•

The next lemma is a version of Theorem 1.2 for the funcSam L. Robinson
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tions fk' The proof requires the functions tPa (A,B,ft,a;'l,x)
defined in Sec. II. This lemma, Proposition 4.2, and the triangle inequality complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 4.3: Given Ae(O,p, there exist a number 8>
and a constant C independent of ft < 8 such that

°

II e - ,tH(1I)/1i (e'SoIlIfk )
_ e,S,.I1I + ,p.kfr/ 2 1 det [;~ (Q kX/dQ k-

I

(.

1 ( • )) ]

1-

( 4.9a)
ICa (ft,qo,r) I<c'e

12

for 3(r - 1) < lal <3r and for all re[O,t].
From the proofs4-6 of these facts we conclude that ( 4.6)
and (4.9) hold uniformly for qo in a compact subset of Rn.
From (4.7), (4.8), and the differentiability properties discussed above we conclude that Ca is of class C 1 in the variable
qoeRn. Define

112

Ca (ft,q) = ca(ft,Q -I(q),t)

and

»)Xk II <Cff-,

<IIa (Ii,x,t)
for all fte(0,8).
Proof: We will omit the SUbscript k at the risk of confusion with previously defined quantities. The branches of
square roots appearing in the proof are determined according to the discussion following Proposition 4.2. For xeRn let
YII(x)

=

(41rli) -n/4

X

fA'

XtPo(I,I,ft,qo,S bl)(qo),x)d N qO'

for all fte (0,8 1 ) and t>O. By Theorem 1.1 of Hagedorn, 6 for
any qoeR n there exists a constant C2 such that

')

lal=O

Ile-'tH(II)/IIYII -

1 2
/ ,

whereca (ft,qo,r) is the unique solution of the system ofordinary differential equations

a
ar Ca (Ii,qo,r)

-

IPI=

2

(4.10)

<IIa (ft,x,t)
= (41rli) -n/4

r ] (det[I +Sb )(Q -l(q»)] )1/2
JQ[A'
2

xf(Q - 1 (q) )eS(q)/1i

(q»)1 dnq.

(4.11)

We now note that the functions JYa appearing in the
definition of tPa(A (q),B(q),li,q,p(q),x) are of class C I in
qeQ[ff] by virtue of the fact that the matrices ~ A.(q) and
IA (q) I are continuously differentiable with respect to
qeQ[ff]. Hence we can apply Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to each
term in each of the <IIa's [the function (foQ - 1 ) XQ I n is of
class C ~ on Rn] and conclude, by (4.4), (4.9), (4.11), and
Proposition 4.1 that there exist 83 and C3 independent of
fte(0,8 3 ) such that
3(/- I)

1+ 1

')

° 11'1=

q>a (Ii, . ,t) - eS (' )/11 +

')

_t'li Cl I'I-2)/2(jl!)-I[Dp.V]

3

(4.7)

subject to the initial conditions co(ft,qo,O) = 1 and
Ca (ft,qo,O) = for lal = 0. The quantities baPp. are defined
by

°

baPp. (qo,r)

= (tPa (A (qo,sb l ) (qo),r),B (qo,sb l ) (qo),r),I,O,O, ),
x"tPp (A (qo,S bl) (qo),r),B (qo,s bl) (qo),r), 1,0,0,'»'

(4.8)
S

By the argument of Lemma 2.5 of Hagedorn and the
remark following that lemma there exists a constant C' such
that the functions Ca satisfy
J. Math. Phys.• Vol. 29. No.2. February 1988

'l'fr/2

11 lal=O

X (a(qo,sb 1 ) (qo),r»baPp. (qo,r)cp(ft,qo,r),

418

)1/:t'(qo)

~~~~ q>a (ft"t) II <C ft I/2 .

Xldet(a~;1

(4.6)

=

) (qo)]

a(qo,S bl ) (qo),t ),77(qo,S bl) (qo),t ),x)d nqo.

C (Ii,qo,t)
a

li,a(qo,sb l )(qo),t),77(qo,sbl)(qo),t),) II <C2ft

')

2

XCa (ft,q)tPa(A (q),B(q),ft,q,p(q),x)

XtPa (A (qo,S bl)(qo),t),B (qo,S bl)(qo),t),

3(/ - I)

fA' (det [1 + S b

XtPa (A (qo,s bl) (qo),t ),B (qo,s bl) (qo),t ),ft,

II e'lH(II)/1i (e'soIlItPo(1 ,l,ft,qo,s bl ) (qo>'-)
3(/- I)

(41rli) - n/4

Changing the variable of integration in the definition of

By definition of tPo and Lemma 3.1, there exist 8 1 and C 1
independent of ft such that
Ile-,tH(II)/II(e'SoI'1) - e-,tH(II)/IIYII Ii <C1ff-,
(4.5)

(I)

=

By (4.6),

(det [I + S b2) (qo) ] )1/2f(qo)eSo(qo)/1i

_ e,S(qo.so (qo).t}/II

(4.9b)

,

X

Idet(;~ (Q -1(. )))1-

112

f(Q -1(. »)XII <C3ff-,

(4.12)

for all fte(0,8 3 ). Equations (4.5), (4.10), (4.12), and the
triangle ineqUality complete the proof of the lemma.
•
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